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Introduction

In [6] it was shown that the Riemann mapping function is the limit of
circle packing isomorphisms as the circles shrink to points. In [5] and the
present paper this connection between conformal mapping and circle pack-
ing is investigated further. We are able to estimate the rate of convergence
of the circle packing isomorphisms and to obtain information about the re-
lationship of the derivative of the Riemann mapping function to the ratio
of the radii of image circle to preimage circle under these isomorphisms.

In [6] the following question was raised: Under the circle packing iso-
morphisms, does the ratio of the radius of an image circle to that of its
preimage converge to the modulus of the derivative of the Riemann map-
ping function? It is known that the answer is affirmative if the convergence
is taken in the LP norm on compact subsets for some p > 2 (see §1). In
§4 we prove that the convergence actually holds in the norm of Bounded
Mean Oscillation (BMO) on compact subsets (Theorem 6). A key ingre-
dient of the proof is the Schwarz Lemma analog for circle packings [5].
As another application of this Schwarz Lemma analog—specifically, the
BMO estimates—we obtain a sufficient condition for the convergence to
be uniform. This condition, which is much weaker than the previously
known condition, refers to the hexagonal packing constants sn introduced
in [6].

For n > 2 the constant sn is defined as the smallest number with the
property that, for any circle packing which is combinatorially equivalent
to n generations of the regular hexagonal circle packing, the ratio p of the
radius of a circle of generation 1 to the radius of the circle of generation
0 satisfies 11 - p\ < sn. It is shown in [6] that sn —• 0 as n —• oo.

It had been known previously (see §5) that if sn = O(l/n) as n -+
oo, then the convergence of the ratio-of-radii function to the modulus of
the derivative of the Riemann mapping function is uniform on compact
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subsets. In Theorem 8 of the present paper it is shown that the weaker
condition sn = o(l/ log4+ε n) is sufficient for the convergence to be uniform
on compact subsets. The proof uses the BMO convergence as well as results
from §3 on the rate of convergence of the circle packing isomorphisms.

In §3 we obtain estimates on the rate of convergence of the circle packing
isomorphisms to the Riemann mapping function. Theorem 5 shows that
this rate is of order at most (y/s^J^JJΓ] + ε1 / 4)1 / / 7, where ε is the size of
the preimage circles, sn is the packing constant defined above and p > 2.
Lemma 3.2 is a combinatorial-geometric result on circle packings of a disk.
Its Corollary 3.3 represents a strengthening of the Length Area Lemma
[6] from an estimate of order l/log(l/ε) to one of order επ / 2 4 . This
corollary can be considered as an analog for circle packings of the fact
that a conformal mapping onto the disk sends points of the domain whose
distance from the boundary is of order ε to points whose distance from
the boundary of the disk is at most of order y/ε.

The author would like to thank John Garnett for his help with the proof
of Lemma 4.1.

1. Circle packing and conformal mapping

In this section and the next we recall the notation and some results
from [5], [6]. A circle packing in the plane is a collection of circles whose
interiors are disjoint. The nerve of a circle packing is the graph with a
vertex for each circle in the packing; two vertices are joined by an edge if
and only if the circles which correspond to the vertices are tangent. Two
circle packing are said to be combinatorially equivalent if the associated
nerves are isomorphic graphs. There is a natural imbedding in the plane
of the nerve of a circle packing—the vertices become the centers of the
circles, and the edges become the line segments joining tangent circles.

Let Ω be a bounded region in the plane and let zo, z\ be points of Ω.
For ε > 0 let HCP(ε), the regular hexagonal circle packing of the plane by
circles of radius ε, consist of circles of radius ε centered at the points of
the lattice {2ε(m + nω): m,ne Z}, where ω = eiπ^.

If ε is sufficiently small we "approximate" Ω by a collection Ωε of circles
from HCP(ε) defined as follows. Let c0 be a circle from HCP(e) whose
distance from z0 is less than ε. Form chains Co, Ci, C2, Ό °f circles from
HCP(ε) such that each one is tangent to its predecessor, and each one
together with its six tangent neighbors lies in Ω. The set of circles which
appear in such chains is denoted Iε and called the set of inner circles. The
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circles of HCPε - Iε which are tangent to inner circles form Bε, the set of
border circles. The line segments connecting the centers of pairs of tangent
border circles form a closed Jordan polygon which is everywhere within a
distance 3ε from the boundary of Ω. All of the inner circles lie inside this
polygon. We define Ωε = / εUfi ε.

According to an idea of W. Thurston, one can apply his version of
Andreev's Theorem to obtain a circle packing Ωε, which is combinatorial^
equivalent to the circle packing Ωε and is a packing of the unit disk D; that
is, the circles of Ωε lie in D and those which correspond to the border
circles of Ωe are internally tangent to D ([6]; see also [4] and [7, Theorem
13.7.1]). Let c —• d denote the isomorphism which maps a circle of Ωε

to the corresponding circle of Ωε. Recall that Co was a circle of Ωε which
was within a distance ε from zo; let C\ be a circle of Ωε which is within a
distance ε from z\. By performing a Mόbius transformation of the disk,
we may require that the circle d0 is centered at the origin and that the circle
c[ is centered on the real axis.

In [6] it is shown that the correspondence c —• d of Ωε —> Ωε may
be viewed as an approximate mapping of Ω into the unit disk and that
as ε —• 0 this approximate mapping converges to the Riemann mapping
function normalized to send zo to the origin and z\ to the positive real
axis. Let us state this result in more detail.

Consider the complex Tε of triangles formed by line segments joining
the centers of each pair of tangent circles in Ωε. There is a corresponding
complex Vt associated to the circle packing Ωε. The isomorphism c —> d of
Ωε —• Ωe gives a mapping of the vertices of the complexes Tε and Γε. This
mapping extends to a piecewise linear mapping fe: \Tε\ —• |Γε'|, where \Tε\,
the carrier of Tε, denotes the union of the triangles of Tε, and similarly
for \Vε\. In [6] the proof is given for

Theorem 1. The piecewise linear mappings fe: | Tε | —• | T'e \ are uniformly
k-quasiconformal As ε —• 0, fε converges uniformly on compact subsets of
Ω to the Riemann mapping function / : Ω —• D normalized by /(zo) = 0,
f(zι)>0.

Consider again the isomorphism c —• d of Ωε —• Ωε. If z is the center
of c, define

rε(z) = (radius of c')/(radius of c).

This defines a map rε on the vertices of Tε, and it is natural to ask if rε

tends to |/ ' | as ε -* 0. It will be convenient to extend rε to a continuous
map on all of |Γe |,

(1.1) v|7ihR,
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for example, by taking the piecewise linear barycentric extension. In [6]
the following problem was raised.

Question. As ε -> 0, does rε: \Tε\ -> R converge to |/ ' | : Ω -• R uniformly
on compact subsets of Ω?

Such questions about the convergence of rε —• \f'\ can be reduced to
questions about the convergence of \dfε/dz\ —> | / ' | by means of (2.4)
below. In [5] it was shown that the complex dilatation

(1.2) με = (dfε/dz)/(dfε/dz)

of fε tends to zero in the L°° norm on compacta of Ω. A well-known
result [3, Theorem V.5.3] states: Ifwn is a sequence of k-quasiconformal
mappings of a region Ω, wn converges uniformly on compacta to a quasi-
conformal mapping w, and the complex dilatations ofwn converge a.e. to
the complex dilatation ofw, then for some p > 2 the derivatives dwn/dz
and dwn/dΊ converge to dw/dz and dw/d~z in the Lp norm on compacta
ofΩ. Therefore, for some p > 2,

( 1 3 ) dA^»l ^ _ 0
κ ] dz dz> dΎ υ

and, using (2.4),

(1.4) rβ-|/Ί

in the LP norm on compacta. In §4 we prove a result which is stronger
than this LP convergence although not as strong as uniform convergence;
namely, the result that rε —• |/ ' | in the BMO norm on compacta of Ω as

2. The Schwarz Lemma for circle packings

In [5, Theorem 5.1] the following analog of Schwarz's Lemma was
proved.

Theorem 2. There is an absolute constant a with the following property.
For any N > 1 let HCP# be N generations of the regular hexagonal circle
packing, and D the smallest disk which contains HCP^. Let HCP'^ be any
circle packing combinatorial^ equivalent to HCP# and also contained in
D. Then R'o < aR0, where Ro and R'o are the radii of the generation zero
circles in HCP# and HCP'^ respectively.

Fix a compact subset K in Ω and then consider a sufficiently small e > 0.
Let d = dist(#,dΩ) and N = [d/2ε] - 1 {greatest integer notation). Then
every c € Ωε with c Π K Φ 0 is the center of an HCPJV configuration
contained in Ωε (the symbols HCP# and HCP^ are defined in Theorem
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2 above). The isomorphism Ωε —> Ω£ makes this HCP# configuration
correspond to an HCP^ configuration with center c' contained in the unit
disk. If Theorem 2 is applied (after rescaling the HCP# configuration by a
scaling factor approximately equal to l/d), we can conclude that the ratio
of the radii of c' to c is bounded above by a constant independent of ε.
This proves

Theorem 3. As ε —• 0 the mappings rε:\Tε\ —• R of(lΛ) are uniformly
bounded on compact subsets ofΩ.

The ratio-of-radii function rε in (1.1) can be compared with the partial
derivative dfε/dz of the quasiconformal mapping fε. With the help of
the Schwarz Lemma analog (Theorem 2) this will lead to the result that
dfε/d~z —• 0 in L°° on compact subsets of Ω, a fact which does not follow
from the weaker result [6] that με —• 0 in L°° on compact subsets.

Suppose three mutually tangent ε-circles C\,C2,ci in Ωε correspond to
c'vc'2,c^ under the isomorphism Ωe -+ Ω£. Let />,- be the radius of c . The
map fε sends the center of c/ to the center of c and is linear inside the
triangle of centers. An explicit computation (Lemma 6.4 of [5]) shows
that inside this triangle

2ε2

(2.1) dz = j^ίiPi + Pi)1 + (P2 + Pi)2 + (P3 + Pi)2]

+P2

2ε2

(2.2) dΊ = -y£{P\ + Pi)1 + (Pi + Pi)2 + (/>3 + Pi)2]

Pi

Let A be the triangle formed by the centers of c\,C2,Ci, let d =
dist{K,dΩ), and let N - [d/2ε] - 1. As we saw earlier, each c\ is the
center of an HCP'^ configuration. Therefore, by definition of the packing
constants sN,

(2.3) p2 = p\ (1 + O{sN)), pi = p\ (1 4- O(sN)),

where |O(5^)/5Λ^| is bounded (in fact by 1) as ε —• 0 and TV = Λf(e) —• oo.
When (2.1) and (2.2) are simplified by means of (2.3) we find that

dz

where rε = px/ε is the ratio-of-radii function evaluated at any point of K.
If we make use of the boundedness of rε on compacta (Theorem 3), we
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can write these equations as

r\ r 2

-£ =r2

ε+Oκ{sN), = Oκ(sN),

where Oκ{ ) denotes a bounded function whose bound depends on K.
Theorem 4. Let K e Ω and n = [dist(A:,aΩ)/2e]. Then the following

equations hold on the interiors of the triangles ofTε which meet K :

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

dz
= rβ(l + O(sn)) = re

\με\ =

where O( ) denotes a function which is bounded by an absolute constant,
and Oκ( ) denotes a bounded function whose bound depends on K.

3. The rate of convergence of fε -» /

Let Wε = \Tε\ and Dε = \Te'\. Consider the Riemann mapping functions
Gwt' W£-»D and Gt>t:Dε —> D, which are to be normalized by the condi-
tions Gκ(zQ) = 0, GWt{zγ) > 0 and GDε{0) = 0, GDt{fε(zx)) > 0. We shall
estimate \\fε - f\\κ by three comparisons according to the right-hand side
of the inequality
(3.1)

\f(z) - fe(z)\ < \f(z) - GWε{z)\ + \GWε(z) - GDε o fε o G^(GWt(z))\

+ \GDε(fε(z))-fε(z)\.

The first term on the right compares the Riemann map / of Ω with the
Riemann map of a domain Wε very near to Ω. The second term compares
GDE ° fε ° G^}, a quasiconformal selfmap of D with small dilatation on
compacta, with the identity map. The third term compares the Riemann
map Goε(ζ) of the near-disk Dε with the identity map ζ. To estimate the
first term we can appeal to a classical result on Riemann maps of nearby
domains (Lemma 3.1). To estimate the third term we will need Lemma
3.1 as well as a result (Lemma 3.2 and its Corollary 3.3) which provides
an estimate of how close dDε is to dΌ (an estimate of this kind, although
not sharp enough for our purposes here, can be obtained from the Length
Area Lemma of [6]). To estimate the second term we use a result (Lemma
3.4) on estimating quasiconformal selfmaps of D.
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Lemma 3.1. Let Ωbea bounded simply connected region containing z0

and z\, let K m Ω and let f: Ω —> D be the Riemann map normalized by
/(z 0 ) = 0 and f(z\) > 0. Then there is a constant C with the following
property. IfW is any simply connected region containing z0 and zX) K m
WcΩ, and dist(z, dQ) < δ for all zed W, then

(3.2) ||/(z) - Gw(z)\\κ < CVδ,

where Gw W —• D is the Riemann map ofW normalized by GV(zo) = 0,
Gw(z\) > 0. IfΩ is the unit disk, and z\ is real, then (3.2) can be improved
to

(3.3) \\z-Gw(z)\\κ<Cδ.

Lemma 3.1 follows from Lemmas 3 and 5 of Warschawski [8].
The next lemma is a strengthening of the Length Area Lemma of [6]. It

refers to the circle packing Ω£ of the unit disk D and will be used to show
that the distance from Dε to dΌ is at most of order O(ε1/4). A border circle
of Ωg is a circle c which is tangent (internally) to the unit circle. If n is not
too large, the circles in Ω£ of generation n about a border circle c will form
a cross cut chain which separates c from the origin. There are at most βn
circles in the cross cut chain of generation n about c. The geometric length
of a cross cut chain is the sum of the diameters of the circles in the chain.

Lemma 3.2. There is an absolute constant C with the following property.
Let c be a border circle ofΩ!ε, and suppose that the cross cut chains about c
of generations 1,2, ,N separate c from the origin. Then the minimum s
of the geometric lengths of the cross cuts of generations k, k + 1, , Ik - 1
{where 2k < N) satisfies

(3.4) s < C{k/N)π2/24.

Proof Consider a border circle c. Let sz be the geometric length of the
ith generation cross cut chain about c. Let /ι, be the number of circles in
the /th cross cut chain («z < 6/), let rZ7 be the radius of the y'th circle in
the ith cross cut chain (1 < j < /ι, ), and let αz = Y%LX πrfj be the area of
the /th cross cut chain. Then

(3.5) sf =
7=1

n'

7=1

24

π

Consequently, for any subset / of {1, , N},

(3.6) min{sf: / € /} ̂  ί < — ̂  α, < 24.
iei l π iei
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The inequality between the first and last terms above is the basis of the
Length Area Lemma in [6]. It shows that when N is large there will exist
small Si. We will obtain a substantial improvement of that estimate by
using the isoperimetric inequality (amounting to an improvement from
0(l/log(l/β)) to O(επ^24); see Corollary 3.3 below).

Note that (3.6) yields s2 < 24/(k~ι + + (2A:)"1) = 0(1); thus (3.4) is
easy to prove in case k/N is bounded away from zero. For the remainder
of the proof we may therefore assume k/N is as small as necessary. Note
that from (3.6) we also obtain min{sf:aN < i < N} < 0(l/log(l/α)).
Choose a > 0 so small that this last term 0(1/ log(l/α)) is less than 1. We
can now be sure that, for some / > aN, the ith cross cut chain will have
length less than 1 and hence be completely contained in a half disk of D.
The consequence we use is that for any border circle c, the associated cross
cut chains of generations 1, , [aN] will all lie in a common half disk Dc

of D. We will henceforth assume that k/N < a/2.
Perform the linear fractional transformation which sends D onto the

upper half plane D and carries Dc onto the half disk Όc — {reιt:r < 1
and 0 < t < n). The packing Ω£ of D is carried1 to a packing Ω'ε of D.
The quantities Si, rij, and α, for Ω'ε correspond to similar quantities for Ώ'ε
which will be denoted 5/, r̂  and αz.

As in (3.5) we have

(3.7) 5f =
j=\ 7=1

24
—rai

By reflection, the classical isoperimetric inequality implies the following
statement: If a cross cut of length L in a half plane, together with a portion
of the boundary of the half plane, bounds a finite area A, then A < L2/2π.
For this reason we have, for / < [aN],

άo + ά{ + + fi, _i < 2^sf.

By means of (3.7) this gives

(3.8) ά0 + ά{ + + άi-χ < —ziάi.

It follows from (3.8) that the quantity {άo + ά\ +• + <z/_i)12/7r7* increases
with i for i = 1, , [aN]. {Proof.2 Let A,• = ά0 + ax + + α/_,. Note

•The purpose of working in D rather than in D is that the isoperimetric inequality with
free boundary which we are going to use takes a simpler form in D. This simplification, in
the context of conformal mapping, is due to Warschawski [9].

2The proof is due to Roger W. Barnard (oral communication).
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that for 0 < β < 1 the function x? - βx has a maximum at x = 1 hence

xβ < βx - β +1 If we take x = 1 + (1 //) and β = π2/12 this last inequality

yields (1 + (I//))"2/12 < 1 + {π2/l2i). From (3.8) we have π2/l2i < άt/Ai.

Thus (1 + (l//))π 2 / ι 2 < 1 + fa/At) which is equivalent to A]2/π2/i <

(Aj + άj)i2/π2/(i + 1). Hence A]2/χ2/i increases with /.} Thus

(ά0 + ~ax + • + άi-xΫ^/i < (ά0 + a, + + α^j-,) 1 2^2/[aN]

< (π/2)ι2'*2/{aN],

or

(3.9) ao + άi + + a,_,

From (3.7) we obtain

(3.10) {fi€l}Σ <
/€/ 16/

We apply (3.9) to (3.10) and obtain

s2 = min{.sf: k < i < 2k} ^ - < — ^ άt < C
i=k ι π ι=o

or s < C(k/N)π2/24. Since lengths in ΐ)c and Dc differ only by a uniformly
bounded factor, this proves (3.4).

We apply Lemma 3.2 with k = 1 and note that N can be taken as O( 1 /ε),
since Ωe contains approximately dist(zo, dΩ)/2ε generations about z0. We
conclude that the generation 1 cross cut chain about the border circle c
has length s = O(επ^24). Since s is an upper bound for the radius of c we
obtain

Corollary 3.3. There is a constant CΩ (depending on the distance from
zo to dΩ) such that for all sufficiently small ε > 0, each border circle of
Ωf

ε has radius at most Cςιεπ / 2 4 . Consequently, each point ofdDε is at a
distance less than CΩεπ 2/2 4 from dΌ.

The proof of the next lemma relies heavily on the treatment of the
Beltrami equation in Ahlfors-Bers [1]. We shall make use of their notation
and conventions without additional explanation.

Lemma 3.4. Given 0 < po < 1 and k < 1, there are constants c and
p > 2 with the following properties. If g is a μ-conformal homeomorphism
(\μ\ < k) of the unit disk D onto itself normalized by g(Q) = 0, g(p) > 0
for some p e (po, 1), then for any δ > 0 and z e D

(3.11) \g(z)-z\<c(\\μ\Ui-s+δ)ι/p,

where the norm is the L°° norm on the disk {\z\ < 1 - δ}.
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Proof. Extend g by reflection to all of C U {oo}. Denote the extended
map by g and let μ denote its dilatation. Set μ = μ\ + μ2, where μ\(z)
is defined to be μ(z) for {\z\ < 1/(1 - δ)} and zero elsewhere. Thus

Halloo = \\μ\\ooΛ-δ
One has wμ = wλ o wμ2, where \λ\ = \μ\/(l - μμ2)\ ° (wμ2)~{ W e s h a 1 1

use the following inequalities:

(3.12) \\wμ*(z) - z||oo,j? < cR\\μ2\\oo =

(3.13) ||^)-*lloo,*<c*μil/>

(3.12) follows immediately from Lemma 17 of Ahlfors-Bers [1]. (3.13)
with p > 2 follows from the proof of Lemma 17 in [1].

For \z\ < 1/(1 -δ) use (3.12) and (3.13) with R = 2 (we may assume δ
and ||//||oo,i—<5 to be as small as we like) to obtain

(3 14) l w β { z ) " Z | " \w^w"2^ ~ w μ i ^ \ + \w^z) ~ z\
< c(||λ||/> + ||μ||oo,i-<5).

Since wμ and g are both μ-conformal selfmaps of D which fix 0 they differ
by a rotation, g = eiθwμ. Furthermore, we find that

sinβ < \wμ(p) - p\/\wμ(p)\ < c(\\λ\\p + \\μ\\ooΛ-δ).

Thus for \z\ < 1

(3.15) ' ^ ( Z ) " Z ' " ' ^ ^ ( Z ) " ^ ( Z ) I + l ? / ; / / ( z ) " Z |

We estimate \\λ\\p by

\\ΨP< if {\μι/(l-μμ2)\o(wμη-{γdudv

{\μι/(l-μμp)\o(wμη-ιydudvίί
J Jww"2(\z\>\-δ)

ί ί
J Jw

/^2(l-^<|z|<l/(l-<5))

By (3.12) wμ2 maps 1 - δ < \z\ < 1/(1 - δ) into a < \w\ < b, where

a = 1 - δ - cIMloo,!-* and b=l/{l-δ) + cWμW^is. Therefore \\λ\\p

p <

Theorem 5. Given zo,z\ e Ω and ί c Ω , there exist constants c and
p > 2 such that for all ε > 0

(3.16)

where the sn are the hexagonal packing constants.
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Proof. Recall inequality (3.1) (and the definitions immediately preced-
ing it):

(3.17)

+ \GDε(fε(z))-fε(z)\.

By Lemma 3.1, if z e K then

(3.18) \f{z)-GWε{z)\<cεχl\

Note that there is a fixed compact subset K\ <g D such that fε(K) c K\
for all sufficiently small ε > 0 (by the uniform convergence of fε —• / on
K) and that each point of dDε is at a distance less than cεπ^24 from dΌ
(Corollary 3.3). Therefore, by the second part of Lemma 3.1, if z e K
then

(3.19) \GDε(fe(z)) - /«(*)! < ̂ / 2 4 < cεχl\

By (2.6), the complex dilatation of fε satisfies |μ ε(z)| < Cy/s^, where n =
[dist(z,dΩ)/2ε]. Let hε = Goε ofεoG^} and denote the complex dilatation
of hε by vε. In order to apply Lemma 3.4 we will estimate ||̂ ε||oo,i-<* for
a convenient choice of δ. Let Kε = {z e Ω:dist(z,SΩ) > e1/2}. Then
Gwε(Kε) contains the subdisk \z\ < 1 - cε1 / 4 (Lemma 3.1) and so for
δ = cεχl\ H^lloci-^ < IbellooA < ̂ v ^ , where m = [d

/ 2 ] . Now (3.11) applied to \hε(z) - z\ gives

(3.20) \GWc{z) - GDc°ft o G^{GWc{z))\ <

The estimate (3.16) follows from (3.17)-(3.20).

4. Convergence of rε in BMO norm

Let K be a compact subset of Ω which is the closure of a subregion of

Ω. If g is a function defined on K, then | | g | | ^ denotes the U norm of g
over K (1 < /? < oo). Let Σ denote any square in Ω, and |Σ| its area. The
mean value of g over Σ is denoted by

(4.1) ft = |ΣΓ11 J^gdxdy.

The BMO norm of g over K is defined by

(4.2) ||ίkBMθ = sup|Σ|-1 ί f\g-gτ\dxdy.
ΣCK J JΣ
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Lemma 4.1. Let wn be a sequence of quasiconformal mappings which
converges uniformly on compacta ofΩ to a quasiconformal mapping w.
Suppose that dwn/d~z —• dw/di in the L°° norm on compacta ofΩ. Then
dwn/dz -+dw/dz in the norm of BMO on compacta ofΩ.

Proof. Let φ e C°° have compact support in Ω. Set gn = φwn and
g = φw. Then dgn/d'z = {dφ/dτ)wn + φ(dwn/θΎ) -> dg/dΊ in L°°(C).
We have

(4.3) ^ f ^ -

where S is the Hubert transform

(see [3, Lemma 7.2]). Now S transforms L°° to BMO continuously (FefFer-
man-Stein [2]), i.e.,

(4.4) IISΛIICBMO < C||A||c,oo.

Therefore

\\d(gn-g)\\ _||.
,. -, II d z llc,BMO II V U i / MC.BMO
1 ;

 < c d(gn-g)

Coo

If K € Ω, then the assertion of the lemma,

d{wn-w)\\
dz

0,

follows by taking φ = 1 on K.

Theorem 6. As ε ^ 0, the ratio-of radii function rε: \Te\ -> R converges
to the modulus of the derivative of the Riemann mapping function \f\:Ω-+
R in the norm of Bounded Mean Oscillation {BMO) on compact subsets of
Ω.

Proof By Theorems 1, 3 and 4, the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 are
satisfied for fε -• /. We conclude that dfε/dz -• /', and therefore
\dfε/dz\ —• |/'|, in the BMO norm on compacta. It now follows from
Theorem 4 that rε -> |/'| in the BMO norm on compacta.

We record the following fact from the proof of Theorem 6.
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Corollary. As ε —• 0, dfε/dz converges to f in the norm of BMO on
compact subsets ofΩ.

5. Sufficiency of sn = O(l/n)

HCPΛ denotes n generations of the regular hexagonal circle packing in
the plane. Thus HCPn consists of 1+6+12+ +6« = 3AZ2+3AZ+1 circles of
equal radii. Let HCP'Λ denote a circle packing combinatorially equivalent
to HCPΛ. Let p denote the ratio of the radii of a generation 1 circle and
the generation 0 circle in HCP'n. Let sn denote the supremum of |1 - p\
over all possible packings HCP'n and all choices of generation 1 circles in
these packings. In [6] it is shown that sn —• 0 as n —> oo (consequently,
any packing combinatorially equivalent to an infinite regular hexagonal
packing must consist of circles of equal radius, i.e., is itself an infinite
regular hexagonal packing).

The rate of convergence sn —> 0 of the packing constants sn is not known.
The importance of such information is illustrated by the following result
which had been known earlier.

Proposition 1. Consider the situation described in Theorem 1. Let
fε \Tε\ -+ R be the mapping defined in (1.1). Thus rε determines the ra-
tio of the radii of corresponding circles in the isomorphism Ωε —• Ω'ε, and
\f'\ is the modulus of the normalized Riemann mapping function ofΩ. A
sufficient condition that re converges to \f'\ uniformly on compact subsets
ofΩ. as ε —• 0 is that sn = O(l/n) as n -> oo.

Proof Fix z e Ω. For ε, δ > 0 let Hε>s be a hexagon of diameter 2δ
centered at an ε-circle of the circle packing Ωε which is closest to z. As
ε —• 0 let Hεj approach a limiting hexagon H^s centered at z. Then by
Theorem 1 we have

(5.1) | / ( ) | | / ( w ) l / | M l

where |//ε^| and \&{Hε/j\ denote the areas of Heδ and fB(Hε/j.
Suppose now that Hej is the convex hull of the centers of N generations

of circles from the circle packing Ωε, so δ = 2Nε. Assume dist(z,<9Ω) >
d > δ > ε > 0. Then the packing Ωε will contain at least [d/2ε] = [dN/δ]
generations of the hexagonal packing centered about any circle of Ωε which
meets Hεs. In fact, this estimate of [d/2ε] generations is locally uniform
in z.

Now fε(Hεis) is the union of triangles formed by the nerve of an HCP^
configuration of circles from Ω£; let R be the radius of the generation 0
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circle. Every circle from Ωε which lies in fε(Hεyδ) can be considered as the
generation 0 circle of a hexagonal configuration of [dN/δ] generations of
circles from Ω'ε. Therefore, by definition of the packing constants sn, the
radius of any circle from Ωε which lies in fε{HByδ) is at least R(l -s[dN/δ])

N

and at most R(l + s[dN/δ])N.

We use these bounds to estimate the area of fε{Hεiδ) and find that

(5.2) (R/ε)2(l-s[dN/δ])
2N < \MH9j)\/\HΛj\ < (R/ε)2(l +s[dN/δ])

2N.

By hypothesis, 0 < sn < B/n for some constant B. Consequently, for δ
fixed,

IN _ γΛtrΛ /i , „ , _ \2#\ z/V i* /i \ 2

ε_O

x + SVNlδV = N^H + ^ ^ 1 ^
< lim (1 + B/[dN/δ])2N = e2Bδ/d,

N—>oo

\2N i* (\ \2
x ~s[dN/ό]J = 1™ V1 ~s[dN/S])

< lim (1 + B/[dN/δ])2N = e-
2Bδ/d,

N-+00

From (5.2) we obtain

/R\2 (R\2

(5.3) limsup - e-2Bδ'd < \f{H^δ)\l\H^δ\ < liminf - e2Bδ'd.
ε-+0 \ ε ) ε~*° \ ε /

Let δ —• 0 in (5.3). The center term converges to \f'(z)\2. We conclude
that limε_>0(Λ/ε) = \f'{z)\ and since this limit exists it must be the same
as lime_>o''ε(^) because the functions rε are piecewise linear. We already
noted that these estimates are locally uniform in z. Thus rε(z) —• \f'(z)\
uniformly on compact subsets of Ω.

6. Sufficiency of sn =0(1/ loĝ  ή)

Proposition 1 showed that the convergence rate sn = 0(1/n) is a suffi-
cient condition for the convergence of rε —• \f'\ as e —• 0 to be uniform on
compact subsets of Ω. We shall now show that this result can be improved
if we make use of the BMO convergence established in Theorem 6.

Theorem 7. In the context of Proposition 1, a sufficient condition that
rε -> I/Ί uniformly on compact subsets o/Ω as ε -• 0 is that sn = o( 1 / log* ή)
as n —> oo where q > 4.

Theorem 7 follows, via (2.4), from
Theorem 8. A sufficient condition that dfε/dz-+f in L°° on compact

subsets ofΩ is that sn = o(l/logg n) where q > 4.
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Proof. Fix a compact subset K of Ω which is the closure of a subregion
of Ω. We seek a sufficient condition that

(6.1) | | / £ , z - / Ί k o o - 0 a s ε ^ O ,

where fεa is an alternate notation for dfε/dz. Let Kε be the intersection
with K of the interiors of the triangles of the triangulation Tε. Then (6.1)
will follow if we prove that

(6.2) s u p { | / ε , z ( O - / ( O | : C e * J - 0 as ε -> 0.

Suppose C e Δ c Kε, where Δ is the interior of one of the triangles in
Tε which meets K. Since fe<z is constant in Δ, it is clear that

feΛQ ~ /'(O = τ4τ / ί(fe,z ~ f'(ζ))dxdy

(6.3) 'f J h

where o( 1) will be used to denote a function which depends on the parame-
ter ε, is defined on Kε, and tends uniformly to 0 as ε —• 0. Set g = /ε,z - / ' ;
we have reduced (6.1) to the assertion that

(6.4) = ±- ί gdxdy = o(
IΔI ./Δ

Let H$ denote a regular hexagon of diameter 2δ centered at one of
the vertices of Δ and having sides parallel to Δ. Fix d such that 0 <
d < dist(ΛΓ,<9Ω). Then there is a compact set K\ contained in Ω and
containing K such that for all ε sufficiently small, Hd will be contained in
K\, independently of the particular Ac Kε.

Note that, in general, if Γ is an equilateral triangle or regular hexagon,
and Σ is a sufficiently small square containing Γ, then

\ΨΓ-ΨΣ\ = VFΪ / I iΨ -Ψτ)dxdy
I 1 1 J JY

Similarly, if Σ c Σ) are squares of sides s and 2s, then \ΨΣ - ΨΣ}\ <
4||VΊ|BMO Consequently, if 2ε < 2δ < d, then

(6.5) \gH2ό~gHό\<

and (recall that Δ is an equilateral triangle of side 2ε)

(6.6) \gHu-gA\
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Now let m be the integer which satisfies 2m < (d/ε) < 2m+ι. Then

\gH2mεgA\ < \gH2mc ~ gH2m.h\ + + \gH2ε ~ Sλl

< 10m| |^ | | < Clog(d/ε)\\g\\Kι,BMO.

Choose φ e C°° with φ = 1 on K\ and such that φ has support in a
compact subset K2 c Ω. By (4.3), (4.4), (3.16), and (2.5) we have

||#lk,BMO = \\fe,z - /Ίk,BMO = \\S({φfe -

(6.8) - C | l ( ^ ( / ε " / ) ) 7 l l c '°° -

where 2 < p < q/2 and « = [dist(^2?^Ω)/(2ε)]. Under the hypothesis
that £„ = o(l/log* ή) the last term above is o(l/log(l/c)). From (6.7) and
(6.8) we therefore obtain

(6.9) \gH2mε~gA\<0(l).

Let ε -> 0 in (6.9). Then gπ2mε -> 0; indeed, rf/2 < 2m£ < ύf so

\fe,z-f\dxdy,Ί f
J JH

f
and this double integral converges to 0 as ε —• 0 because of the LP (and
therefore L1) convergence referred to at the end of §1. We conclude that
£Δ = O ( 1 ) Therefore (6.4), and hence the theorem, follows.
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